WINTER WONDER LAB WORKSHOP
Are you looking for the perfect touch of winter fun to add to your classroom or home party? Our Mad Science Winter Wonder Lab Program is just the thing. Have your audience gasping and laughing at the Mad Scientist’s exciting and winter themed science experiments about air pressure and electricity. Each child will make reindeer snot to take home. Program lasts 50-60 minutes -$229 and up to 35 kids.

WACKY WINTER SCIENCE SHOW
Kids will hear how frosty ate too many cookies and now can’t fit through the door of his house, he'll need our scientific magic to help him return home! Watch as our special Snowman is defrosted right before their eyes! As a Special treat, some brave...um, lucky audience volunteers will get to experience some hair raising fun as we learn about static electricity with our Von De Graff generator. The audience will also discover how Jack Frost can fill an eight-foot air bag with one breath. Then, as a grand finale, our wacky Mad Scientist will introduce the audience to a mysterious North Pole rock that turns out to be Dry Ice!! Using the Dry Ice, the Mad Scientist will make bubbling potions, popping corks, shivering quarters and clouds of fog. Perfect for any sized group, $379 for 35-45minute show.

For added fun, add Hands-on Fun Stations after the Show --

Cotton Candy Cane
We bring the Cotton Candy machine to your event and change the state of matter with “good taste”. Yes, science is all around us. $2.00 per item made material charge

Reindeer Snot
It’s ooey. It’s gooey. It's reindeer snot slime! Or at least it is after you mix the two chemicals that put the ooh and the goo into gross! Kids discover the origins of plastic and see why plastic can be so hard to break. They get to keep their creation. $2.00 per item made material charge

Aurora Borealis Lab
See amazing indoor fireworks burst with color as we celebrate like it's New Years Eve! Each child receives a pair of diffraction "rainbow" glasses! *Requires a slightly darkened area if possible. $2.00 per item made material charge

Winter Whirls
Soar with Santa and learn the fundamental principles of flight. Build awesome whirling snowman gliders and falling flurries to take home. $2.00 per item made material charge.
**Insta-Snow Creations**
We’ll create snow that you can play with any time of the year! Insta-snow is an amazing way to bring the fun of snow inside while still enjoying that fireplace.

**North Pole Ice**
What’s even colder than the North Pole? Dry Ice! The wonders of Dry Ice are on display as we demonstrate different properties of the three common states of matter. We make a quarter shiver, turn water to ice in 30 seconds, and explore movie special effects. Children will see a variety of spectacular “bubbling potions” and participate in fascinating experiments using dry ice!

**Bouncy Baubles**
Start with a powder, add water, and create colorful bauble ornaments that can bounce around the room! Join us and transform special crystals into real bouncy baubles that will bounce, not break, if they fall off the tree! $2 per item made material charge

**FUN STATION DETAILS**
- Typically, participants stay approx 10-15 minutes at each fun station and each Fun Station can accommodate 8-10 kids at a time.
- Fun Stations are also great grouped together for larger crowds
- For each Fun Station, we require at least 1, preferable 2-8 ft tables to set up on.

**COST**
- Special Holiday Pricing when adding a Fun station to your show, $99 for 30-60min. (depending on number of kids), plus material charges (pricing good until 1/15/2020)
- Normal Pricing - Each Fun Station is $189.00 per hour for the first hour, with each additional hour $99.00 per hour, plus applicable materials charges.
- Multiple Fun Station Discounts available - If you have a larger group and need multiple fun stations (more than 3), the rate for each fun station is reduced to $150.00 per hour, per item material charge.
- There is a 1 hr. minimum charge on each Fun Station. Nominal Travel charges may apply to all programs

**Any questions? Please call our office 734-266-9444 or email us at info@madsciencedetroit.com**